
Inclusive UX.
The smallest detail can be window to our values.



2016 AUDIENCE

registered panelists
+112% YOY

53K
active panelists

+187% YOY

19K
votes

+104% YOY

470K
PR impressions

+405% YOY

278MM+
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An imperitive discussion.



A seemingly simple question

Are you “male” or “female”?
Most people don’t give this a second thought.

For others, it’s a daily reminder that they are unwelcome, unconsidered. 
The intention may be absent of malice but the effect is a 
microaggression bordering on discrimination.

TERM:

Demographic malpractice
Gary Gates
LGBT Demographer
University of California Los Angeles School of Law’s Williams Institute



A COMPLICATED ANSWER

Gathering binary data in a non-binary world
Agender/Neither

Androgyne

Androgynous

Bigender

Female

Female to Male/FTM

Gender Fluid

Gender Nonconforming

Gender Questioning

Gender Variant

Genderqueer/Non-binary

Male

Male to Female/MTF

Neutrois

Other

Pangender

Trans—Man/Person/
Woman/Male/Female

Transfeminine

Transmasculine

Transsexual—Man/Woman/
Male/Female/Person

Two-Spirit



A challenge

Create products that are
simple.
inclusive.
accessible.
progressive.
ethical.
honest.
Avoid forcing users into discriminatory 
choices that invalidate their identity or 
marginalize their existence.

“…we have a 
responsibility: to question 
the decisions and desires 
that cause harm to our 
users.”

—Sarah Wachter-Boettcher

    UX Designer, Author



A conversation driven by youth

A 2013 survey of those ages 
14-34 finds that gender doesn’t 
define a person the way it once 
did: 60% think gender lines have 
blurred; almost two-thirds say 
their generation is pushing 
boundaries.



A responsibility.



Thought leadership in UX

Here’s how one transgender man, who is not yet out to everyone and is just 
beginning to transition, explained his experience to us:

Every time a website asks: “Male or Female?” 
and offers no opt-out, no “It’s complicated,” I 
pause. I have to think about what I want to 
answer and why. Do I check “female” to match 
the name I still give and the socialization I 
received? Or do I check “male” and risk 
someone noticing the discrepancy, because this 
reflects myself?
Sit with that for a moment: every time he’s asked this question, he pauses to think. Is 
an honest answer going to make him unsafe? Will he risk being outed to people he’s 
not ready to tell yet? Will it raise red flags? Will it result in further questions?

Every check of a box forces him to choose between his safety and his sense of self. 
Suddenly, the question doesn’t seem quite so simple.



UX early adopters

Allows users to specify 
custom gender options.

Allows users to keep 
gender identity choice 
private.



UX early adopters

Allows 
users to 
specify 
custom 
gender 
options.



Courage to take on cynics

“…now more than ever we 
believe we have a responsibility 
as a global platform to send a 
clear message about the 
importance of inclusivity, 
acceptance and equality.”

—Tinder



A small tweak.



Gender

Female

Gender

Female

Male

Custom

Prefer not to answer

“Custom” option reveals an 
additional text input field for 
more info. 
That info represents a subset of 
data outside of the binary choices.

Option 1: select menu and additional custom input

An enhancement

Gender

Specify (optional)

Custom

Enter a custom gender identity

Gender

Specify (optional)

Custom

Agender

Agender

Androgyne

Androgynous

Auto-complete 
suggestions help narrow 
down freeform results.



Gender

Female

Decline to answer

Other

Specify (optional)

Male

Gender

Female

Decline to answer

Other

Specify (optional)

Male

Gender

Female

Decline to answer

Other

Trans

Trans

Trans Female

Trans Male

Male

Option 2: radio buttons with text input

“Other” option enables an 
additional text input field for 
more info. 
That info represents a subset of 
data outside of the binary choices.

Auto-complete 
suggestions help narrow 
down freeform results.

An enhancement



Gender

Enter your gender (optional)

Gender

Enter your gender (optional)

Gender

Male

Male

Male to Female

MTF

Option 3: text input only

Auto-complete 
suggestions help narrow 
down freeform results.

Text-only results requires data sanitation
to produce binary results for front-end display. 
This can largely be automated in real time by 
accounting for input variation and human error.

An enhancement


